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This official study guide assists students in learning the Zeus Sensor system as outlined in the book and 
accompanying mobile app. Completely integrated with the text, this study guide allows students to interact with 
the unique language of Zeus Sensor and Eastern Astrology. 

Students will review and seek answers to a series of quiz questions associated with each chapter in the book. 
Topics include identifying, matching, classifying and distinguishing between the different components of a 
life chart. These questions or exercises reinforce key material throughout the book and reflect the kind of 
knowledge each student should possess after reading and comprehending the book material. When used in 
conjunction with our online course, students can receive feedback which reinforces or corrects their answers. 

In addition to having an increased level of comprehension, this study guide also helps to prepare the student 
for implementation of Zeus Sensor into their daily lives. 

To use this study guide effectively, you will need to:

1) Download the mobile app Zeus Sensor: 3 Destiny Paths from the Apple App Store or Google Play Store. 

2) Purchase the book:

Zeus Sensor: A Western Guide To Eastern Astrology
by Bret Taylor
ISBN: 978-0-9936573-0-6

Hardcopies can be ordered at: www.evanyanagi.com/publications

Electronic copies are available on the 109 Book Store, Amazon Kindle, Google Play, Apple iBooks, 
and at http://www.109tm.com/publications

Introduction

© 2015 WMH109 Corporation
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http://www.109tm.com/publications/
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Get the E-Book

Get the App

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/3-destiny-paths/id868863977?mt=8
https://itunes.apple.com/us/book/zeus-sensor/id936912594?ls=1&mt=11
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.evyg.zeussensor3d
https://play.google.com/store/books/details/Bret_Taylor_ZEUS_SENSOR?id=t8VOBAAAQBAJ
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0108Z4LHY
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

Chapter 1.1 - What is Zeus Sensor?
Mark the correct answer on the line provided. 
1. Zeus Sensor is unique because:

a. _____It combines Eastern and Western Astrology
b. _____It’s calculations convert all global birth times into Beijing time for greater accuracy
c. _____Uses modern technology allowing for greater understanding of detail and complexity
d. _____All of the above
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CHAPTER 2
The Theories Behind Zeus Sensor

Chapter 2.1 - Fate and Luck
2. Eastern Astrology is based on the concepts of:  

a. _____A solar Calendar, and a life time line  
b. _____A lunar calendar and a life time line
c. _____A solar calendar and life cycles
d. _____A lunar calendar and life cycles

3. Western Astrology is based on the concepts of: 
a. _____A solar Calendar, and a life time line
b. _____A lunar calendar and life cycles
c. _____A lunar calendar and a life time line
d. _____A solar calendar and life cycles

4. Eastern Astrology views luck as:
a. _____Cyclical and predictable
b. _____Random and by chance 
c. _____When preparation meets opportunity
d. _____Something that happens once a month

5. Western Astrology views luck as:
a. _____Cyclical and predictable
b. _____Random and by chance 
c. _____When preparation meets opportunity
d. _____Something that happens once a month
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Chapter 2.2 - The Zeus Sensor Chart
6. The Lunar Calendar and Solar Calendars are alike in that:

a. _____They both have leap years
b. _____They both are called “lunisolar” calendars
c. _____They both have 12 months or cycles
d. _____All of the above

Match the Solar Term with its element, polarity and destiny number by placing the correct letter on the line provided. 
7. _____Beginning of Spring, Rain Water/Tiger  Elements:
8. _____Waking of Insects, Spring Equinox/Rabbit  A.  Yin Earth 0
9. _____Pure Brightness, Grain Rain/Dragon   B.  Yang Earth 5
10. _____Beginning of Summer, Grain Full/Snake  C.  Yin Metal 4
11. _____Grain in Ear, Summer Solstice/Horse   D.  Yang Metal 9
12. _____Lesser Heat, Greater Heat/Goat   E.  Yin Water 6
13. _____Beginning of Autumn, End of Heat/Monkey  F.  Yang Water 1
14. _____White Dew, Autumn Equinox/Rooster   G.  Yin Wood 8
15. _____Cold Dew, Descent of Frost/Dog   H.  Yang Wood 3
16. _____Beginning of Winter, Lesser Snow/Pig   I.  Yin Fire 2
17. _____Greater Snow, Winter Solstice/Rat   J.  Yang Fire 7
18. _____Lesser Cold, Greater Cold/O
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Chapter 2.3 - Chinese Astrology
Mark the correct answer on the line provided. 
19. Zeus Sensor’s purpose is to:

a. _____Predict the future.
b. _____Tell your fortune.
c. _____ Identify personal energy or characteristics by using your birth time.
d. _____All of the above. 

Chapter 2.4 - Yin and Yang
20. Yin and Yang are characterized by:

a. _____Inter dependence
b. _____Ascension and Declination
c. _____Presence in Absence
d. _____All of the above

Chapter 2.5 - Life Stages of Development: Tian, Di, Ren
21. Life’s three stages of development - tian, de, and ren - in English are called:

a. _____Hades, Artemis, and Demeter
b. _____Heaven, earth, human
c. _____Interdependence, coordination, and subdivision
d. _____Interaction, balance, harmony
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Chapter 2.6 - The Five Elements Theory
22. What is the correct order in the occurrence of the Five Elements?

a. _____Earth, water, metal, wood, fire
b. _____Earth, metal, water, wood, fire
c. _____Earth, fire, water, wood, metal
d. _____Earth, water, wood, metal, fire

23. When certain elements enhance the energy of other elements it is reflective of the:
a. _____Interaction Cycle
b. _____Complimentary Cycle
c. _____Trade-off Cycle
d. _____All of the above

24. When certain elements reduce the energy of other elements it is reflective of the:
a. _____Interaction Cycle
b. _____Complimentary Cycle
c. _____Trade-off Cycle
d. _____All of the above
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Complete the following chart by placing the correct letter on the line provided.

ELEMENT               CREATES  NOURISHED BY OVERCOMES

A. Earth   25. _____  26. _____  27. _____
B. Metal   28. _____  29. _____  30. _____
C. Water   31. _____  32. _____  33. _____
D. Wood   34. _____  35. _____  36. _____
E. Fire    37. _____  38. _____  39. _____

Match the body organ with the corresponding head organ according to the Five Elements 
by placing the correct letter on the line.

ELEMENT  HEAD ORGAN  BODY ORGAN

Earth   40. _______  41. _______
Metal   42. _______  43. _______
Water   44. _______  45. _______
Wood   46. _______  47. _______
Fire   48. _______  49. _______ 

Answers:
 A. heart
 B. mouth
 C. ears
 D. kidneys 
 E. lungs

 F. eyes
 G. nose 
 H. liver
 I. brain
 J. stomach

Chapter 2.7 - Body Source Code
50. What two components make up each “pillar” or “row” of our Body Source Code?

a. _____Ascension and Declination
b. _____Heavenly Stem and Earthly Branch
c. _____Eastern and Western astrology
d. _____Creative cycle and Trade-off cycle
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CHAPTER 3
The Zeus Sensor Chart

Chapter 3.1 - Layer One: The Calendar

Match the Zodiac animal with its element, polarity and destiny number by marking the correct letter on the line. 
NOTE: Some elements are used more than once.

51. _______Rat    Elements:
52. _______Ox     A.  Yin Earth 0
53. _______Tiger    B.  Yang Earth 5
54. _______Rabbit    C.  Yin Metal 4
55. _______Dragon    D.  Yang Metal 9
56. _______Snake    E.  Yin Water 6
57. _______Horse    F.  Yang Water 1
58. _______Goat    G.  Yin Wood 8
59. _______Monkey    H.  Yang Wood 3
60. _______Rooster     I.  Yin Fire 2
61. _______Dog    J.  Yang Fire 7
62. _______Pig
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Chapter 3.2 - Layer Two: The Twelve Chambers

Use the chamber names listed to fill in the blanks of the chamber descriptions below.

Chamber Names

A. Health
B. Contentment
C. Property
D. Brotherhood
E. Asset
F. Parents

G. Junior
H. Life
I. Soul
J. Friendship
K. Couple
L. Career

Chamber Descriptions

63. In ancient times people had offspring to ensure their security in old age. They studied the ________ Chamber to 
predict if their children will have good character and respect their parents. By looking at this chamber a person could 
also predict the chance of having a boy or a girl. The _______ Chamber also deals with one’s parenting ability. It 
shows the effort you put into providing for your children, which will directly impact your relationship with them. In Zeus 
Sensor, Junior does not necessarily represent only children, but may also represent those who are younger than you 
and look up to you. These people could be other family members or subordinates.

64. The _______ Chamber reflects your behavior and indicates how you interact socially. It shows whether a person is 
introverted or extroverted and the possibility of psychological issues. Unlike the Life Chamber that shows the whole 
spectrum of your personality, the _______ Chamber only shows the interior side of you, such as your behavior 
and other people’s perception of you. If the _______ Chamber of a person is too weak then they will either have 
poor interpersonal skills or be perceived by others negatively. Oftentimes, they have to work harder to convey their 
thoughts, may be easily misunderstood, and not have many friends. The _______ Chamber is often incorrectly 
interpreted as only relating to traveling, relocating, or moving. 

65. The _______ Chamber is an important chamber regarding your personal luck at birth and throughout your lifetime. 
Your current outlook on life is closely tied with how you were raised. This chamber shows the relationship with your 
parents. It also shows how your parents affected you and any benefits you gained from them.

66. The _______ Chamber encompasses the totality of who you are. It reflects the entire spectrum of a person’s makeup; 
their physical characteristics, personality, character, and personal preferences. The Stars that are located in this 
Chamber reveal your life path. This is the most important chamber when assessing an individual’s chart under the 
age of thirty.

 
67. The _______Chamber shows the quality and strength of your personal support systems. These individuals could be 

your real siblings, co-workers, friends, or colleagues that display a close sibling like loyalty supporting your personal 
endeavors. 

 
68. The _______ Chamber reflects the major romantic relationships in your life. It will reveal your prospects of marriage, 

the qualities of your ideal partner, and your expectations of a mate. It is a blueprint that maps out your romantic 
relationships throughout one’s lifetime.

 
69. The _______ Chamber represents everyone that works with or for you. These are people who assist you such as 

partners, employees, or those who work under you. If this house is strong then you will have a competent and 
dependable staff to aid you at work.
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70. The _______ Chamber is often misunderstood as being solely about income. It is widely interpreted that if one 
received a favorable reading from this chamber then they will be wealthy, but if it is less than ideal, then they will be 
financially challenged. However, this is a misconception. The _______ Chamber shows your personally acquired 
wealth and the style of your money management. It actually deals with your attitude toward money and the methods 
of how you acquire wealth. It needs to be studied in conjunction with the Life Chamber because the _______ 
Chamber alone is not an adequate indicator of one’s total financial picture.

 
71. On the surface, the _______ Chamber reveals physical illnesses; these physical problems are mostly inherited. The 

_______ Chamber also shows one’s physical stamina. If a less than ideal sign appears in this chamber it is a general 
sign of poor health.

 
72. The _______ Chamber is important for people who work in any area of administration, planning, or inspection. 

This Chamber is pertinent to anyone who has a typical office job. If you work outside the office, however, then the 
Soul Chamber will be more significant. The _______ Chamber reveals your working attitudes, methods, skills, 
and also displays your desire and ability to gain professional knowledge. It can also show your level of education 
and competence in test taking. You can use the Life Chamber to gain a greater understanding of your _______ 
Chamber.

 
73. The _______ Chamber is an indicator of your personal resources acquired from others. It can show inheritance, family 

fortune, and family relationships. If this chamber is strong in your chart then your family life and environment will be 
very stable. If, however, this chamber is weak and the Soul Chamber is strong, then you might leave the area of your 
family home to pursue your career.

 
74. The _______ Chamber is as important as the Life Chamber especially for a woman. It reflects a person’s level of 

satisfaction in both their material and spiritual life. It shows their general mental state, what type of interests or 
hobbies they enjoy, and how they distribute money. A person’s character as well as the length of their lifespan is 
closely tied to this chamber. This becomes the most important chamber when assessing an individual’s chart in their 
senior years above approximately age 55.

75. The _______ Chamber reflects what a person will become later in life. It falls within one of the twelve chambers and 
becomes the focus to determine the life path after the age of thirty. The chamber in which it falls then becomes a 
“dual” chamber.    
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Mark the correct answer on the line provided. 

76. Different areas in the sky represent different parts of our life that are constantly in rotation. These areas are 
represented by:

a. _____The Life Chart
b. _____The Five Elements
c. _____The stars
d. _____Yin and Yang

77. The Chamber that hold the greatest amount of information about our personality characteristics before the age of 
thirty is our:

a. _____Parents Chamber
b. _____Self Chamber
c. _____Life Chamber 
d. _____Contentment Chamber

78. The Chamber that hold the greatest amount of information about our personality characteristics after the age of thirty 
is our:

a. _____Parents Chamber
b. _____Self Chamber
c. _____Life Chamber 
d. _____Contentment Chamber

Chapter 3.3 - Layer Three: The Stars

79. The emotions that appear in our chambers are fixed and remain in the sky where they were plotted out in ancient 
times. These emotions or characteristics are represented by:

a. _____The star chart
b. _____The five elements
c. _____The stars
d. _____Yin and Yang

Chapter 3.4 - Related Chambers

80. Using the illustration of a bird in flight helps find the related chambers on the Life Chart because:
a. _____it takes the eyesight of a bird to see the related chambers 
b. _____the related chambers are located at the tail and tips of two wings in relation to the chamber in 

question
c. _____the shadow of a flying bird will expose the related chambers on the chart
d. _____all of the above
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Chapter 3.5 - Activation Times

81. The Decade Shift is:
a. _____A bracket of time represented by our age that captures the energy of that particular chamber. This is 

listed above the chamber name in each chamber. 
b. _____A yearly component of time represented by our age that captures the energy of a particular chamber. 

These ages are listed under the chamber name in each chamber. 
c. _____Found only in the Soul Chamber
d. _____All of the above 

82. The Annual Shift is: 
a. _____A bracket of time represented by our age captures the energy of a particular chamber. This is listed 

above the chamber name in each chamber. 
b. _____A yearly component of time represented by our age that captures the energy of a particular chamber. 

These ages are listed under the chamber name in each chamber. 
c. _____Found only in the Life Chamber
d. _____All of the above

83. The Decade Shift and Annual Shift are known as:
a. _____Primary stars
b. _____Related chambers
c. _____Activation times
d. _____Zodiac signs

Chapter 3.6 - Elemental Energies

84. When evaluating our elemental energies, the ideal amount of each of the Five Elements by percentage we should 
require for balance is:

a. _____100
b.  _____20
c.  _____25
d.  _____15

Chapter 3.7 - Different Charts

Where Zeus Sensor allows for the identification of innate energy based on your birth time, it also identifies the changing 
energy based smaller increments of time. 

Mark the correct letter on the line identifying the different time period charts from largest to smallest.

Life Chart
85.  _____         Answers:  A. Hourly Chart
86.  _____     B. Monthly Chart 
87.  _____     C. Annual Chart
88.  _____     D. Daily Chart
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Chapter 4 - The Fourteen Primary Stars

Mark the correct answer on the line provided. 

89. The Stars that give us the most insight into our emotional or personality characteristics are called:
a.  _____The Primary Stars
b.  _____The Directional Stars
c.  _____The Lucky Stars
d.  _____The Conditional Stars

Match the following definition with the Primary Stars (14) listed below by placing the correct letter on the line.  

90.  _____Zeus   
91.  _____Athena 
92.  _____Apollo 
93.  _____Ares   
94.  _____Dionysus
95.  _____Hera  
96.  _____Hades 

97.  _____Artemis
98.  _____Aphrodite
99.  _____Hermes
100. _____Hestia
101. _____Demeter
102. _____Hephaestus
103. _____Poseidon

CHAPTER 4
The Fourteen Primary Stars
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Definitions:
A. God of sun, music, poetry and healing. _______, the archer, represents truth, integrity, optimism, wealth and 

longevity. Indicates an ethical personality. Will always lend a helping hand to the needy.

B. Lord of the underworld, riches and the dead. _______ is protective, talented and capable. Reflects treasure, fortune 
and prosperity. 

C. God of fire, metal and technology. ________ represents an enforcer, strategist or planner. Shows bravery, courage, 
intelligent behavior, good memory and a stubborn personality. A difficult personality to understand. 

D. God of war and bloodshed. _______ represents authority, strength and efficiency. Shows extraordinary ambition, 
strong personality, outstanding talent and an attractive appearance. Success is possible in both civil and military 
fields.

E. God of the sea and water. _______ reflects a pioneer, warrior or hero. A soldier may become a General or a person 
may move up in status.

F. Ruler of the Gods. Lord of the sky, thunder and lightning. _______ reflects nobility, strength, leadership and wisdom. 
A regal fountain of knowledge. 

G. The Queen of the Gods. Reflects fairness. _______ shows high ambition and bold innovative ideas.  Is a determined, 
decisive, and competitive hard worker. Able to distinguish right from wrong. Goddess of marriage, women and 
childbirth.

H. Goddess of wisdom, warfare, and crafts. ________ reflects intelligence, cleverness, intuition and quick adaptation. 
Displays alertness, courage and fortitude. Shows an interest in obscure subjects.

I. Goddess of the moon and the hunt. _______ represents intelligence and tenderness. Reflects a wise, protective, 
soft, gentle and artistic personality. Indicates good fortune.

J. God of epiphany, wine, and ecstasy. _______ reflects joy, gentleness and extraordinary achievements. Shows 
independence, unique views and ideas, strong curiosity and a tender personality. 

K. Messenger of the Gods. God of travellers. _______ reflects being an eloquent lecturer or persuader with strong 
communication skills. A sign of being an organizer, manager and loner.

L. Goddess of agriculture, harvest and the land. _______ represents longevity, wealth, wisdom and determination.  Is 
honest, straightforward, decisive. and a stubborn personality. A difficult personality to understand.

M. Goddess of love, physical beauty and sexual desire. _______ indicates an unstable, jealous, flirtatious and romantic 
personality. A sign of versatility and mental or physical dexterity.

N. Goddess of hearth and home. _______ reflects being well mannered, courteous, polite, gentle and intelligent. 
Indicates self-control and confidence that daily needs will always be met.
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Match the element, polarity and destiny number with each Primary Star. 
       
104. _____Zeus   Elements:
105. _____Athena    A.  Yin Earth 0
106. _____Apollo   B.  Yang Earth 5 
107. _____Ares    C.  Yin Metal 4
108. _____Dionysus   D.  Yang Metal 9
109. _____Hera    E.  Yin Water 6
110. _____Hades   F.  Yang Water 1 
111. _____Artemis   G.  Yin Wood 8
112. _____Aphrodite   H.  Yang Wood 3
113. _____Hermes   I.  Yin Fire 2
114. _____Hestia   J.  Yang Fire 7 
115. _____Demeter
116. _____Hephaestus
117. _____Poseidon
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CHAPTER 5
The Six Lucky & Six Initiative Stars

Chapter 5.1 - Six Lucky Stars

118. Stars that attach themselves to the Primary Stars and add positive emotions are called:
a.  _____Annual Stars
b.  _____Lucky Stars
c.  _____Initiative Stars
d.  _____Directional Stars

Match the definition with each of the Lucky Stars listed below by placing the correct letter on the line.  

119. ______ Assistant    
120. _____ Advocate

121. ______ Messenger
122. _____ Mediator
   

123. _____ Thinker
124. _____ Doer

Definitions: 

A. Preferable to be born during the night. Energies will be weakened if born during the day. Reflects a night-time 
companion or associate.

B.  A major supportive Lucky Star. Reflects being sharp and alert. Right.
 
C.  Refers to an administrator who shows scholarship, eloquence, and self-control. Action oriented.

D.  Preferable to pursue an education related career. Reflects a daytime companion  or associate.
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E.  A major supportive Lucky Star. A sign of power and blessings. Reflects being honest and smart. Left.

F.  Refers to an analyst who has a unique point of view in literature and the arts. Can compose and perform. Stands 
out.

Chapter 5.2 - Six Initiative Stars

125. Stars that represent characteristics that may provide some obstacles in our life are called:
a.  _____Primary Stars
b.  _____Supportive Stars
c.  _____Lucky Stars
d.  _____Initiative Stars

Match the definition below with each of the Initiative Stars by placing the correct letter on the line.

126. _____ Impulsive 
127. _____ Alarming

128. _____ Obsessive 
129. _____ Erratic

130. _____Consequence 
131. _____Influence

Definitions:

A.  Reflects an erratic, strong personality. Displays difficulties in marriage and relationships. Does not like routine,  and is 
bothered by rumors and lawsuits.

B.  Reflects a rich imagination and is suitable in craft related fields. Displays wisdom, but is unrealistic. Does not care for 
material things.

C.  Reflects being able to start from scratch, is swift and quick, but often ill at ease. Fire. “Greedy wolf.”

D.  Reflects acting on one’s thoughts and is suitable in jobs related to art and religion. A sign of being sensitive and 
sharp.

E.  Represents an alarm bell or warning. Reflects a stubborn personality. No shortage of food and money in life.

F.  Refers to being strong willed and compulsive. Is able to initiate a career direction. A hard-working, action or trigger 
star.
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Chapter 6.1 - The Four Directional Stars

132. The stars that best represent this life’s existence as a whole, including contributions from past lives are called:
a.  _____Conditional Stars
b.  _____Primary Stars
c.  _____Directional Stars
d.  _____Revival Stars

Match the Directional Star with its definition and element by marking the correct letter on the line. 

133. _______Choice
134. _______Gift
135. _______Overcome
136. _______Mission

Definitions:

A. This indicates recognition of your life’s work or mission, having fame and reputation. A star with the direction of Mission 
will indicate the manner of work you will dedicate yourself to, what will be your legacy. (WOOD)

B. This indicates the gift of an enhanced flow of good luck and fortune. It symbolizes income or gain, typically in terms 
of wealth or earthly possessions. A star with the direction of Gift will typically indicate where and in what manner you will 
receive your good luck and fortune. (EARTH)

CHAPTER 6
Direction And Brightness
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C. This indicates challenges or obstacles that need to be overcome in one’s lifetime, risks or disputes to be wary of. A star 
with the direction of Overcome will indicate what areas in life you need to keep a close eye on, not let it get in your way, 
and overcome the challenges that it may bring. (WATER)

D. This indicates having the power of choice, authority and leadership. A star with the direction of Choice will indicate 
where you will have most strength and freedom to succeed. (FIRE)

Chapter 6.2 - Star Brightness

137. Star brightness is listed next to some of the stars and represents:
a.  _____How easily you can see the star
b.  _____The color of the star
c.  _____Where the star is in relation to the big dipper
d.  _____The power of that star
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CHAPTER 7
Supportive Stars

Chapter 7.1 - Innate Stars

138. Supportive Stars are divided into two categories. Some reveal what is meant to be in our life. They cannot be 
avoided, but their energy can be identified and used to our benefit. These Supportive Stars are called:

a.  _____Innate
b.  _____Perceptual
c.  _____Revival
d.  _____Conditional

Chapter 7.2 - Perceptual Stars

139. Supportive Stars are divided into two categories. Some reveal energies in our environment (place, situation, or 
people) that are not set in stone and can be controlled to some degree. These Supportive Stars are called: 

a.  _____Innate
b.  _____Perceptual
c.  _____Revival
d.  _____Conditional
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Chapter 8.1 - Period Stars

140. The Annual Stars are come in two groupings. One grouping of 12 occurs regularly and they are called:
a. _____ Periodic
b. _____ Conditional
c. _____ Revival
d. _____ Occasional

Chapter 8.2 - Occasional Stars

141. The Annual Stars are come in two groupings. One grouping of 12 occurs infrequently and they are called:
a. _____ Periodic
b. _____ Conditional
c. _____ Revival
d. _____ Occasional

CHAPTER 8
Annual Stars
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CHAPTER 9
Revival And Conditional Stars

Chapter 9.1 - Revival Stars

142. These stars produce sudden changes or adjustments. However, the effects are temporary and short-lived. They also 
add an additional yet minor level of emotional behavior for any given activation time in your charts.

a. _____Conditional Stars
b. _____Supportive Stars
c. _____Primary Stars
d. _____Revival Stars

Chapter 9.2 - Occasional Stars

143. There are a total of twelve Conditional stars, one for each of the twelve chambers. They simply reflect the 
progression of the stages of life found in each chamber.

a. _____Conditional Stars
b. _____Supportive Stars
c. _____Primary Stars
d. _____Revival Stars
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Chapter 10.1 - Character and Inner Self

Mark the correct answer on the line provided. 

144. Your character is an outward portrayal of your being. It is mainly comprised of aspects from the:
a. _____ body
b. _____ soul
c. _____ friendship
d. _____ brotherhood

145. Your inner-self is mainly comprised of aspects from the:
a. _____ body
b. _____ soul
c. _____ friendship
d. _____ brotherhood

Chapter 10.2 - Principle Life and Self Stars

Match the definitions of the Principal Life and Principal Self Stars by placing the correct letter on the line.

146. _____ Principal Life
147. _____ Principal Self

CHAPTER 10
Discovering Yourself
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Definitions:

A. This star reveals the interior nature of a person; their innate talents and abilities. It reflects everything that a person 
inherited from birth. 

B. This star shows an individual’s exterior characteristics and how others view them.  It also relates to the person’s life 
purpose.

Chapter 10.3 - Talent and Wisdom

Mark the correct answer on the line provided. 

148. Two of the Lucky Stars that are particularly “action” or “results” oriented are:
a.  _____Messenger/Mediator
b.  _____Assistant/Advocate
c.  _____Thinker/Doer

Chapter 10.4 - Special Boosts

Match the set of Special Boost Stars with the Chamber that makes them active by marking the letter on the line.

149. _____Life Chamber
150. _____Health Chamber
151. _____Contentment Chamber

 SETS

A. 
Solver (Yang Fire)
Retribution (Yang Fire)
Spiritual (Yang Wood)

B. 
Athena (Yin Wood) 
Aphrodite (Yang Wood)
Amusement (Yang Water)
Believer (Yang Earth)
Talent (Yin Wood)
Leader (Yang Earth)
Materialistic (Yang Earth)

C. 
Official (Yang Earth)
Advocate (Yin Water)
Wild Card (Yang Earth)
Update (Yin Water)
Self-Control (Yin Earth)
Richness (Yin Earth)
Passive (Yang Earth)
Grace (Yang Fire)
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Chapter 10.5 - Health Indicator

Match the Primary Star with the correlated areas of the body by marking the letter on the line. (One of the answers applies 
to TWO of the Primary Stars.)

152. _____Zeus   
153. _____Athena 
154. _____Apollo 
155. _____Ares   
156. _____Dionysus
157. _____Hera  
158. _____Hades 

159. _____Artemis
160. _____Aphrodite
161. _____Hermes
162. _____Hestia 
163. _____Demeter
164. _____Hephaestus
165. _____Poseidon

AREAS THAT REQUIRE EXTRA CARE  REFLECTED AREAS

A. Eye, Blood     Heart

B. Kidneys     Mouth, Skin

C. Ears      Liver, Gall Bladder

D. Nose     Lungs

E. Head, Brain     Stomach, Digestive System

F. Mouth, Fluids, Hydration   Kidneys, Reproductive Organs

G. Stomach, Digestive System   Head, Brain

H. Heart     Eyes

I. Mouth     Kidneys, Reproductive Organs

J. Lungs     Nose 

K. Liver, Gall Bladder    Ears, Skin

L. Mouth, Skin     Kidneys, Reproductive Organs

M. Stomach, Spleen    Brain
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CHAPTER 11
Major Life Events

Chapter 11.1
Match the Primary Star with the career description by marking the correct letter on the line. 

166. _____Zeus 
167. _____Athena 
168. _____Apollo
169. _____Ares
170. _____Dionysus

171. _____Hera
172. _____Hades
173. _____Artemis
174. _____Aphrodite
175. _____Hermes

176. _____Hestia
177. _____Demeter
178. _____Hephaestus
179. _____Poseidon

A. Lawyer, educator or salesperson. 
B. Police, hardware, heavy industry, sports equipment, or working as a military surgeon.
C. Senior manager, secretary, working with fine jewelry and watches, financial institutions, or a job requiring 

precision. 
D. Public welfare, public relations, health care, the service industry, philanthropy, politics, electrical energy, phones, 

elevators, schools, sports, broadcasting, trade or travel agencies. 
E. Art, law, import/exports, heavy industry, electronics, computers, carpentry, clothing, leather or the military. 
F. Communication, medicine, hospitals, schools, religion, stocks, travel agencies, working as a doctor, educator, or 

writer. 
G. Real estate, broadcasting, motion pictures, television, karaoke bars, construction, design, tax collection, restaurants, 

gardening, chemicals, chemical raw materials, beauty salons, cosmetics, hair dressers, fashion design, sailing, 
shipping, tourism, or automotive trading. 

H. Hardware, machinery, fire engines, ambulances, hair styling, design, or planning. 
I. Department stores, clothing stores, the food and beverage industry, or working as a pharmacist. 
J. Obstetrics, Gynecology, entertainment, cultural activities, publishing, food factories, or greenery.
K. The stock market, securities, warehousing, trucks, or travel agencies.
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L. Pastures or pastoral living, crops for textiles, working as a secretary, civil-servant, tax collector, or military chief of 
staff. 

M. Public affairs, the service industry, beauty solons, shops, cafes, administrative supplies, pediatric medicine or 
philosophy. 

N. Financial institutions, banks, the military, athletics, sports equipment, working as a magistrate, accountant, cahier, 
teller or police officer. 

Chapter 11.2
Mark the correct answer on the line provided. 

180. It is important to understand that the most important aspect to finding love is:
a.  _____ the person
b.  _____ the location
c.  _____ the timing
d.  _____ the clothes 

181. When the Love and Infatuation Stars appear on our chart, the most important identifiers relating to these stars 
are:

a.  _____ the star brightness
b.  _____ the Activation Times
c.  _____ the Directional Star
d.  _____ the Principal Life Star
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CHAPTER 12
The Future and Beyond

Match the following Transition or Change stars with the aspects of life they affect.

182. _____ Official
183. _____ Love
184. _____ Emptiness
185. _____Traveler

186. _____ Infatuation
187. _____ Grace
188. _____ Richness
189. _____ Update

A. Mental 
B. Physical
C. Environment
D. Wealth

E. Career
F. Marriage
G. Marriage
H. Life Overall

190. The length of our regular Karmic Cycles can be identified by looking at the __________________ numbers in each 
chamber on our Life Chart. 

a. _____Decade Shift
b. _____Annual Shift
c. _____Life 
d. _____Soul
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